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Two birds were working for more than half an hour.

They were making a pile of rotten weeds. These small

bi rds were expert  divers .  I a lways had t roub le

predicting where they would emerge after they dived

in. In some miraculous way, they always found some

rotten weed or leaf every time they dived. And they

would quickly swim back to heap it on the pile.



Every now and then, one of them would get on top of

the pile. The whole arrangement would gently shake!

Was the pile resting on something? Or was it floating?

I could not contain my curiosity anymore. “What are

you making? An island to rest?”

“What are YOU doing here?” Demanded a brown white

and black bird.

“Who are you?” I asked, surprised.



“I am Hoopoe and I live in these parts. We birds keep

to ourselves and mind our business.”

Perhaps Hoopoe was hinting that I should mind mine.

But how could I go away without finding out what the

water birds were doing?

When I continued to hang around, Hoopoe gave up

and flew away. I made myself comfortable on the lake

bund beside the Amaltas tree, determined to find out

what was happening.



The tree was flowering. As I looked up to admire the

long clusters of buds hanging loosely all over the tree,

I noticed a tiny bird with something in its beak.

“That bird must be making a nest. Wonder where,” I

said aloud trying hard to follow the bird. I lost the bird

but found Hoopoe staring at me.

“Oh! You are still keeping an eye on me.”

“Of course,” said Hoopoe. “Remember, we don't like

people snooping on us.”



“That small bird … Do you know who that is?”

The bird took its sweet time to answer. “Tailorbird.

Those others, in the water, are Dabchicks.”

“Tailorbird! How lovely. They stitch leaves together to

make a nest! That bird must be making a nest. Where

is it?” I asked excitedly.

“You know so much about Tailorbirds. Surely you know

where to find their nest!”



I had seen a picture of a Tailorbird’s nest in my book.

Three or perhaps four leaves were stitched together

to form something like an inverted cone. I looked

around the garden for the nest. I ruled out the Siris

tree. Its leaflets were definitely small. Perhaps not the

Devi l 's  t ree ei ther.  Should I include shrubs and

climbers too? Some of them had broad enough leaves.

“Hey Mister Hoopoe, Won’t you help me,” I called out.

“I am not a Mister. See the Bee-eater over there. Like

us, both male and female Bee-eaters look alike. But



in the case of sunbirds or sparrows, they look different.

Many other birds …”

“Okay … okay Madame Hoopoe, tell me about the

Tailorbird.

“They are different too. Male Tailorbird has a longer

tail in the breeding season.”

“Noooo; that's not what I am asking. Where is their

nest?” I asked in desperation.



But Hoopoe quietly walked away giving me a slip again.

As I watched her, puzzled, I caught sight of a small

black bird getting into a dustbin!  What was the bird

doing there? I had to find out.

“Eggs! NEST!”

“Don’t scream,” admonished Hoopoe. “That’s a Magpie

Robin’s nest. Come away and don’t draw attention.

Magpie Robin usually nests in tree holes, but ...”

How could the bird think  of such a place? I was



astonished to see the nest. And what a pile of sticks

the birds had put together!

“Wait ... WAIT! A pile! The Dabchicks are also making

a pile. Are they making a nest too?”

Hoopoe took a long time to answer. “Well .... Yes.”

I turned to look at the lake. It was not a very big lake.

Perhaps it would be better to call it a pond. Now that I

looked carefully, I could spot at least 4 heaps. 4 nests!

I was excited at my discovery.



“Hey! Is the nest floating? Have they laid eggs yet? I

can’t see any. Will they not rot in water? And will

snakes or predator birds not eat them up? Oh! Please.

Please tell me!”

Hoopoe looked uncomfortable. She seemed to be

debating whether to tell me or not. Finally, looking

gravely at me, said, “Nest making and raising chicks

is a very important task. We put in so much effort into

it and if nests get detected ..., eggs and chicks will

get eaten. We try to be as secretive as possible about

our nests. Most times we succeed!”



I became thoughtful. I understood why Hoopoe was

act ing d i f f icul t .  She wanted nests to remain

undiscovered. I promised not to draw attention to the

nests. I also promised not to disturb nests or scare

parent birds. And after a lot of begging, Hoopoe told

me the secret of the Dabchicks’ nest.

Their nests don’t sink. They are built on some sort of

a support; a tree stump or a submerged plant. Once

the nest is ready, they lay 3 to 5 eggs and cover them

up with more rotten weeds! That way nobody gets to

see them, except when they are freshly laid or when



the bird removes the covering to incubate eggs. When

they leave their nests, they always take care to cover

up the eggs again.

“You were standing beside that tree for a long time. I

bet you saw no nest there,” said Hoopoe, finally getting

friendly and trusting.

“You mean the Teak tree?” I asked, walking back

towards it. I looked up the tree carefully. It was a young

tree, not at all tall. No matter how hard I searched, I

found no nest there. And no birds too.



“Forget it, you don’t even know where to look. Go

observe that leaf. It is folded,” ordered Hoopoe.

“A Tailorbird’s nest!” I exclaimed excitedly. “Only they

can stitch leaves to make a nest.”

“Wrong. Warblers also do.”

I stood transfixed, admiring the nest. It was not like

what I had seen in the pictures. The bird had used

one single Teak leaf. I could clearly see the holes

made in the margins and lower part of the leaf. Pulling



fibres, perhaps cotton or cobweb, the bird had brought

both ends together to form a cylinder. The cylinder

was packed wi th soft f ibres and grass.  And this

wonderful nest had three tiny beautiful eggs!

I looked back to find Hoopoe smiling at me. “A small

nest for a small bird. Be good enough to step back.

Parents will be here any moment. They won’t like their

little secret revealed.”

I ignored her and continued to examine the nest.



“Look there,”  Hoopoe dist racted me. “Do you

remember the Bee-eater? That pretty green bird?

Come wi th me,” said the bird and led me to the

southern side of the lake.

Pits were dug, perhaps some years ago, to plant

saplings. But nobody had taken the idea further.

Pointing to one of the pits, the bird asked what I saw.

“Nothing, just a pit and a hole in the cutting.”



“That’s a tunnel!  And the Bee-eater made it, two

months ago.”

“Whatever for?” I asked in disbelief.

“To nest!” Hoopoe then told me how bee-eaters make

tunnels, more than 3 feet long, and lay their eggs at

the end of the tunnel.

“Would you have ever guessed that such a small bird

can dig such a long tunnel? Kingfishers also make

tunnel nests. But the nesting season of both these



birds is over.”

How amazing! Though I had seen lots of birds, I hardly

knew where or how they made their nests.

I turned and asked Hoopoe eagerly, “What about your

nest? When and where and how do you make it?”

The bird gave me a long hard stare. Should I have

expected anything else!

***



The story is based on observations made in Sanjay Van, part of South
Delhi’s ridge forest, in the months of May to August 2010. The
Dabchicks and Tailorbirds have a long breeding season.

Photographs in this book may not show the actual size of birds or
their nests.
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Father Tailorbird with a bit of cotton for the nest
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